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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the scheduling design of a mobile edge computing (MEC) system,

where active mobile devices with computation tasks randomly appear in a cell. Every task can be

computed at either the mobile device or the MEC server. We jointly optimize the task offloading

decision, uplink transmission device selection and power allocation by formulating the problem as an

infinite-horizon Markov decision process (MDP). Compared with most of the existing literature, this

is the first attempt to address the transmission and computation optimization with the random device

arrivals in an infinite time horizon to our best knowledge. Due to the uncertainty in the device number

and location, the conventional approximate MDP approaches addressing the curse of dimensionality

cannot be applied. An alternative and suitable low-complexity solution framework is proposed in this

work. We first introduce a baseline scheduling policy, whose value function can be derived analytically

with the statistics of random mobile device arrivals. Then, one-step policy iteration is adopted to obtain

a sub-optimal scheduling policy whose performance can be bounded analytically. The complexity of

Part of this work has been accepted by the IEEE Global Communications Conference 2019 [1]. We have extended the

conference version substantially by improving the baseline policy to achieve a better performance in Section IV-A, proposing a

novel reinforcement learning algorithm to evaluate the value function of the baseline policy without system statistics in Section

V-A, devising a stochastic gradient descent algorithm to optimize the baseline policy in Section V-B, and generating more

illustrative simulation results.

This work has been submitted to the IEEE journal for possible publication. Copyright may be transferred without notice, after

which this version may no longer be accessible.
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deriving the sub-optimal policy is reduced dramatically compared with conventional solutions of MDP

by eliminating the complicated value iteration. To address a more general scenario where the statistics

of random mobile device arrivals are unknown, a novel and efficient algorithm integrating reinforcement

learning and stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is proposed to improve the system performance in an

online manner. Simulation results show that the gain of the sub-optimal policy over various benchmarks

is significant.

I. INTRODUCTION

The last decade has witnessed an unprecedented increase in mobile data traffic. In the mean-

while, new mobile applications with intensive computation tasks and stringent latency require-

ments, such as face recognition, online gaming and mobile augmented reality are gaining pop-

ularity. Due to the limited battery lives and computing capabilities of mobile devices, some

computation-intensive tasks need to be offloaded to more powerful edge servers, which necessi-

tates new network architecture design. Mobile edge computing (MEC) is an emerging architecture

where cloud computing capabilities are extended to the edge of the cellular networks, in close

proximity to mobile users [2]. MEC is envisioned as a promising solution to easing the conflict

between resource-hungry applications and resource-limited mobile devices [3]. In this paper,

we shall investigate the joint transmission and computation scheduling in an MEC system with

random user arrivals via novel approaches of approximate MDP and reinforcement learning.

A. Related Works

Resource management of MEC systems has been intensively investigated in recent years. In

[4], the authors considered a single-user MEC system powered by wireless energy transfer.

The closed-form expression of offloading decision, local CPU frequency and time division

between wireless energy transfer and offloading were derived via convex optimization theory.

The authors in [5] extended the work to a multi-user scenario and formulated the multi-user

resource allocation problem as a convex optimization problem where an insightful threshold-

based optimal offloading strategy was derived. Moreover, game-theory-based algorithms were

designed to resolve the contention in multi-user MEC offloading decision problems in [6], [7].

In the above works, the dynamics (arrival or departure) of mobile devices are ignored. More-

over, they assume the transmission and computation of a task can be finished within one physical-

layer frame, which may not be the case in many applications. Considering the randomness of
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channel fading and task arrivals, the scheduling in MEC systems becomes a stochastic optimiza-

tion problem. A number of research attempts have been devoted to such scheduling problems in

MEC systems. In [8], the authors considered a single-user MEC system and proposed a Lyapunov

optimization algorithm to minimize the long-term average energy consumption. The authors in

[9] investigated the power-delay tradeoff of a multi-user MEC system via Lyapunov optimization.

Also, the authors in [10] solved the power-constrained delay-optimal task scheduling problem

for an MEC system via MDP. Moreover, the authors in [11] proposed a spatial and temporal

computation offloading decision algorithm in edge cloud-enabled heterogeneous networks via

MDP, where multiple users and multiple computation nodes were considered. Additionally,

with the popularity of artificial intelligence, a bunch of recent works on the scheduling of

MEC systems have come forth leveraging the tool of deep reinforcement learning [12]–[16].

Nevertheless, all these works consider the resource management with either a single mobile

device or a number of fixed mobile devices. The scheduling design with random arrivals of

mobile devices remains open.

In addition to MEC scheduling, MDP has been widely used in various resource allocation

problems of wireless communication systems. For example, the delay-aware radio resource

management for uplink, downlink and cooperative systems has been investigated in [17]–[23],

where approximate MDP is usually adopted to address the curse of dimensionality. However,

all these works considered the wireless communication scenarios with fixed transmitters and

receivers. The approximate MDP approaches developed in these works as well as the deep

reinforcement learning methods used in [12]–[16] can not be directly applied to solve the

problems considering the randomness of mobile devices in both number and locations. Moreover,

these methods lack of sufficient design insights and there are no analytical performance bounds

on the proposed algorithms.

B. Motivations and Contributions

As mentioned above, existing works mainly consider the scenarios where either single or

multiple mobile devices at fixed locations offload computation tasks via uplink. The arrival of

new offloading mobile devices or the departure of existing ones is excluded in these scenarios.

In practice, when the computation task of a mobile device is finished, the mobile device may

become inactive and new devices with computation tasks may join the system in a stochastic
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manner. To the best of our knowledge, the resource optimization in MEC systems with random

user arrivals remains largely untapped.

In this paper, we would like to shed some lights on the above issue by optimizing the task

offloading in a cell with random mobile device (task) arrivals in both temporal and spatial

domains. Specifically, active mobile devices with one computation task arrives randomly, and

their locations follow certain spatial distribution. The tasks can be computed either locally or

remotely at the edge server (via uplink). The joint optimization of task offloading decision, uplink

device selection and power allocation in all the frames is formulated as an infinite-horizon MDP

with discounted cost. Our main contributions on this new scheduling problem are summarized

below.

• A novel low-complexity approximate MDP framework: Due to the dynamics of user

arrival and departure, the number of mobile devices in the MEC system is variable. The

system state space should enumerate all the possible numbers of mobile devices. The

conventional approximate MDP approaches in [17]–[27], which are designed for fixed users,

cannot be applied to address the curse of dimensionality. Thus, a novel solution framework

is proposed in this paper. Particularly, we first propose a baseline scheduling policy, whose

value function can be derived analytically. Then, one-step policy iteration is applied based

on the value function of the baseline policy to obtain the proposed sub-optimal policy.

• An efficient reinforcement learning algorithm for system optimization without task

arrival statistics: The value function of the baseline policy depends on the task arrival

statistics which may not be known in practice. Thus, we design a novel reinforcement

learning method for evaluating the value function. The conventional reinforcement learning

method, i.e. Q-learning, needs to learn the Q-function for all state-action pairs, which is

infeasible in our problem due to the tremendous state and action spaces. In the proposed

reinforcement learning method, by exploiting the derived expression of value function,

we only need to track some statistical parameters. The learning efficiency is significantly

improved. Moreover, we also design a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm to

optimize the transmit power of the baseline policy without system statistics in an online

manner, such that the performance of the proposed policy can be further improved.

• Analytical performance bound: In most of the existing approximate MDP methods, it

is difficult to investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm analytically. In our

proposed solution framework, we manage to obtain an analytical cost upper bound on the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of MEC system model, where active devices arrive randomly in the cell coverage area and the time axis,

and the set of active devices in each frame is variable.

proposed algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the MEC system model

is introduced. The MDP problem formulation is elaborated in Section III, and the approximate-

MDP-based low-complexity scheduling framework is illustrated in Section IV. A novel rein-

forcement learning algorithm and a SGD-based optimization algorithm are designed in section

V. Simulation results are shown in Section VI, and the conclusion is drawn in Section VII.

We use the following notation throughout this paper. [X]+ denotes max{X, 0}. dXe is the

minimum integer greater than or equal to X , and bXc is the maximum integer less than or

equal to X . I(·) is the indicator function. Bold uppercase A denotes a matrix or a system state.

Bold lowercase a denotes a vector. A−1 and AT are the inverse and transpose of the matrix A,

respectively. I denotes the identity matrix with dimensionality implied by context. Calligraphic

letter A denotes a set. |A| is the cardinality of A, operator / denotes the set subtraction, and ∅

denotes the empty set.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model

We consider a single-cell MEC system as illustrated in Fig. 1, where a BS serves a region

C and an MEC server is connected to the BS. Mobile devices with computation tasks arrive
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randomly in the service region C. Binary computation offloading model is adopted, and every

task is assumed to be indivisible from the computation perspective. Thus, each task can be either

computed locally or offloaded to the MEC server via uplink transmission.

The mobile devices with computation tasks are named as active devices. As illustrated in Fig.

1, the time axis of computation and uplink transmission scheduling is measured in frame, each

with duration Ts. Similar to [28], in each frame, there is at most one new active device arrived

in the cell with probability PN ∈ (0, 1]1. The distribution density of the new active device is

represented as λ(l) for arbitrary location in the cell region l ∈ C. Thus,∫
C
λ(l)ds(l) = 1,

and

Pr[New active device in region C ′ ]=
∫
C′
λ(l)ds(l), ∀C ′⊆C. (1)

Moreover, it is assumed that the location of each active device is quasi-static in the cell when

its task is being transmitted to the MEC server. The active devices become inactive when their

computation tasks are completed either locally or remotely at the MEC server, which is referred

to as the departure of active devices. As in many of the existing works [4], [29]–[31], it is

assumed that there are sufficiently many high-performance CPUs at the MEC server so that

the computing latency at the MEC server can be neglected compared with the latency of local

computing or uplink transmission. Moreover, due to relatively smaller sizes of computation

results, the downloading latency of computation results is also neglected as in [9], [29]–[31].

Every new active device in the cell is assigned with a unique index. Let UL(t) and UE(t) be

the sets of active devices in the t-th frame whose tasks are computed locally and at the MEC

server respectively, DL(t) ⊆ UL(t) and DE(t) ⊆ UE(t) be the subsets of active devices whose

computation tasks are accomplished in the t-th frame locally and at the MEC server respectively,

nt be the index of the new active device arriving at the beginning of t-th frame. If there is no

active device arrival at the beginning of t-th frame, {nt} = ∅. On the other hand, if there is a new

active device arrival at the beginning of a frame, the BS should determine if the computation

task is computed at the device or the MEC server. Let et ∈ {0, 1} represents the decision, where

1Since we consider the scheduling in a single cell and the time scale of one frame is short (around 10ms), the average number

of arrivals in one frame should be small for a reasonable burden of potential mobile edge computing. Use the Poisson arrival

as an example, if the average number of arrivals in a frame is significantly smaller than 1, the probability that the number of

arrivals is greater than 1 is negligible.
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et = 1 means the task is offloaded to the MEC server and et = 0 means otherwise. The dynamics

of active devices can be represented as

UE(t+ 1) =


UE(t) ∪ {nt}/DE(t) when et = 1,

UE(t)/DE(t) otherwise,

(2)

UL(t+ 1) =


UL(t) ∪ {nt}/DL(t) when et = 0,

UL(t)/DL(t) otherwise.

(3)

B. Task Offloading Model

The input data for each computation task is organized by segments, each with bs bits. Let dk

be the number of input segments for the task of the k-th active device. It is assumed that the

number of segments for each task (say the k-th active device) is a uniformly distributed random

integer between dmin and dmax whose probability mass function (PMF) is given by2

Pr[dk = a] =


1

dmax−dmin+1
for dmin ≤ a ≤ dmax,

0 otherwise.

(4)

For the computation tasks to be offloaded to the MEC server, the input data should be delivered

to the BS via uplink transmission. Hence, an uplink transmission queue is established at each

active device for edge computing. Let QE
k (t), ∀k ∈ UE(t), be the number of segments in the

uplink transmission queue of the k-th active device at the beginning of the t-th frame. Hence,

for all t with {nt} 6= ∅ and et = 1,

QE
nt(t+ 1) = dnt .

In the uplink, it is assumed that only one active device is selected in one uplink frame and

the uplink transmission bandwidth is denoted as W . Let

Hk(t) =
√
ρkhk(t),∀k ∈ UE(t)

be the uplink channel state information (CSI) from the k-th active device to the BS, where hk(t)

and ρk represent the small-scale fading and pathloss coefficients respectively. hk(t) ∼ CN(0, 1)

2As a remark, notice that our proposed solution can be trivially extended to other distributions of task size.
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is complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance 1. Moreover, it is assumed that

hk(t) is independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) for different t 3 and k. Let pk(t) be the

uplink transmission power of the k-th active device if it is selected in the t-th frame. The uplink

channel capacity of the k-th active device, if it is selected in the t-th frame, can be represented

by

rk(t) = W log2

(
1 +

pk(t)ρk|hk(t)|2

σ2
z

)
,

where σ2
z is the power of white Gaussian noise. Furthermore, the number of segments transmitted

within the t-th frame can be obtained by

φk(t) =

⌊
rk(t)Ts
bs

⌋
. (5)

Hence, let at be the index of the selected uplink transmission device in the t-th frame, we have

the following queue dynamics for all k ∈ UE(t),

QE
k (t+ 1) =


[
QE
k (t)− φk(t)

]+ if k = at,

QE
k (t) if k 6= at.

(6)

Moreover, the k-th active device become inactive in the (t + 1)-th frame (k ∈ DE(t)), if

QE
k (t) 6= 0 and QE

k (t+ 1) = 0.

Remark 1 (Variable Uplink Queue Number). In the existing works considering resource allo-

cation with multiple queues, such as [17]–[27], there are fixed active devices in the cell. In this

paper, the number of active devices is variable. Hence, the queue state (number of data segments

in all the queues) in the existing works can be represented by a vector with fixed dimension, but

the queue state in this paper has to be represented by a vector with variable dimension. This

will raise challenge in the approximate-MDP-based scheduler design, as the existing approaches

adopted in [17]–[27] cannot be applied with variable queue number. As elaborated later, we

shall propose a novel approximate MDP framework to address this issue.

3The small-scale fading is varying due to the motion of transmitter, receiver or the scatters. Moreover, as described in Section

3.3.3 of [32], the small-scale fading coefficients can be treated as independent as long as the frame duration is larger than the

channel coherent time.
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C. Local Computing Model

Following the computation models in [5], [9], the average number of CPU cycles for computing

one bit of the input task data of the k-th active device is denoted as `k, which is determined by

the types of applications. Denote the local CPU frequency of the k-th active device as fk which

is assumed to be a constant for each device and may vary over devices. We assume `k and fk

are both random variables whose probability density functions (PDFs) are denoted by π` and πf

respectively. Thus,

Pr[`1 ≤ ` < `2] =

∫ `2

`1

π`(`)d`, (7)

and

Pr[f1 ≤ f < f2] =

∫ f2

f1

πf (f)df. (8)

An input data queue is established at each local computing device. Let QL
k (t), ∀k ∈ UL(t), be

the number of segments in the input data queue of the k-th active device for local computing at

the beginning of the t-th frame. Hence, for all t with {nt} 6= ∅ and et = 0,

QL
nt(t+ 1) = dnt .

The queue dynamics at all active local computing devices can be written as

QL
k (t+ 1) =

[
QL
k (t)− fkTs

`kbs

]+

, ∀k ∈ UL(t). (9)

Hence, the k-th active device is inactive in the (t + 1)-th frame (k ∈ DL(t)), if QL
k (t) 6= 0

and QL
k (t+ 1) = 0. Moreover, the total computation time (measured by frames) for k-th active

device, whose task is computed locally, is given by

Tloc(dk, fk, `k) =

⌈
dkbs`k
fkTs

⌉
. (10)

Following the power consumption model in [33], the local computation power of k-th device is

ploc(fk) = κf 3
k , (11)

where κ is the effective switched capacitance related to the CPU architecture.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the optimization of task offloading decision, uplink device

selection and power allocation as an infinite-horizon MDP problem with discounted cost, where

the random active device arrivals are taken into consideration.
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A. System State and Scheduling Policy

The system state and scheduling policy are defined as follows.

Definition 1 (System State). At the beginning of t-th frame, the state of the MEC system is

uniquely specified by St = (SEt ,S
L
t ,S

N
t ), where

• SEt specifies the status of task offloading, including the set of edge computing devices

UE(t), their uplink small-scale fading coefficients HE(t) , {hk(t)|k ∈ UE(t)}, pathloss

coefficients GE(t) , {ρk|k ∈ UE(t)}, and their uplink queue state information (QSI)

QE(t) , {QE
k (t)|k ∈ UE(t)}.

• SLt specifies the status of local computing, including the set of local computing devices

UL(t), the application-dependent parameters L(t) , {`k|k ∈ UL(t)}, their CPU frequencies

F(t) , {fk|k ∈ UL(t)}, and their QSI QL(t) , {QL
k (t)|k ∈ UL(t)}.

• SNt specifies the status of the new active device, including the indicator of new arrival

IN(t) , I({nt} 6= ∅), its index nt, pathloss coefficient ρnt(t), size of input data dnt , CPU

frequency fnt and `nt .

Definition 2 (Scheduling Policy). The scheduling policy Ω(St) , (at, p(t), et) is a mapping from

the system state St to the scheduling actions, i.e, the index at of the selected uplink transmission

device in the t-th frame and its transmission power p(t), as well as the offloading decision et

for the new arriving active device (if any).

Remark 2 (Huge Space of System State). Since the arrival and departure of active devices are

considered, the space of system state, denoted as S, is more complicated than the existing works

with fixed users. Take SEt as the example. The cardinality of UE(t) is not a constant, hence UE(t)

with all possible cardinalities should be included in the system state space. Moreover, given a

UE(t), all possible small-scale fading and pathloss coefficients, HE(t) and GE(t), should also be

included in the system state space. So does the QSI. Note that the spaces of small-scale fading

and pathloss coefficients are continuous. In this paper, we shall address the low-complexity

algorithm design with such huge system state space.

B. Problem Formulation of MEC Scheduling

According to Little’s law, the average latency of a task is proportional to the average number

of active devices in the system [34]. Hence, we define the following weighted sum of the number
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of active devices and their power consumptions as the system cost in the t-th frame.

g(St,Ω(St)),w(|UE(t)|+ |UL(t)|) + p(t) +
∑

k∈UL(t)

ploc(fk),

where w is the weight on the latency of mobile devices. The overall minimization objective with

the initial system state S is then given by

G(Ω,S), lim
T→+∞

E{SNt ,HE(t)|∀t}

[ T∑
t=1

γt−1g(St,Ω(St))

∣∣∣∣S1 =S

]
,

where γ is the discount factor. Thus, the MEC scheduling problem is formulated as the following

infinite-horizon MDP.

Problem 1 (MEC Scheduling Problem).

Ω∗ = arg min
Ω
G(Ω,S). (12)

According to [35], the optimal policy of Problem 1 can be obtained by solving the following

Bellman’s equations.

V (St) = min
Ω(St)

[
g (St,Ω(St)) +

∑
St+1

γ Pr(St+1|St,Ω(St))V (St+1)

]
,∀St ∈ S. (13)

where V (S) is the value function for system state S. Generally speaking, standard value iteration

can be used to solve the value function, and the optimal policy denoted as Ω∗ can be derived

by solving the minimization problem of the right-hand-side of the above Bellman’s equations.

In our problem, however, the conventional value iteration is intractable due to the large state

space. Conventional value iteration should evaluate the value function for all system state in

the state space S. However, as mentioned in Remark 2 that the spaces of small-scale fading

and pathloss coefficients are continuous. Even the continuous spaces of small-scale fading and

pathloss coefficients can be quantized, the state space grows exponentially with respect to (w.r.t.)

the number of active devices.

In order to address the above issues, similar to [36], [37], we first reduce the system state

space by exploiting (1) the independent distributions of small-scale fading and new active devices’

statistics in each frame, and (2) the deterministic cost (given system state) of local computing de-

vices. Specifically, the optimal policy can also be derived via the following equivalent Bellman’s

equations w.r.t compact system states.
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Lemma 1 (Bellman’s Equations with Compact State Space). Define the local computing cost of

the nt-th active device as

C(nt) ,

Tloc(dnt ,fnt ,`nt )∑
τ=1

γτ [w + ploc(fnt)]

and the compact system state as

S̃t , (UE(t),GE(t),QE(t)).

Let

g′(St,Ω(St)) , w|UE(t)|+ p(t) + IN(t)(1− et)C(nt),

W (S̃) , min
Ω

lim
T→+∞

E{HE(t),SNt |∀t}

[ T∑
t=1

γt−1g′(St,Ω(St))

∣∣∣∣S̃1 = S̃

]
.

They satisfy the following Bellman’s equations.

W (S̃t) = min
Ω(St)

E{HE(t),SNt |∀t}

{
g′ (St,Ω(St)) +

∑
S̃t+1

γ Pr
(
S̃t+1|St,Ω(St)

)
W (S̃t+1)

}
,∀S̃t. (14)

Moreover, the scheduling policy minimizing the right-hand-side of the above equation is the

optimal policy of Problem 1.

Proof. Please refer to appendix A.

In Lemma 1, the new value function W (S̃t) depends only on the compact system state S̃t.

Although the state space of the MDP problem is significantly reduced, it is still infeasible to solve

equation (14) via the conventional value iteration. This is because the space of S̃t is still huge,

as mentioned in Remark 2. Moreover, the conventional approximate MDP method introduced

in [17]–[20], [24], [25], e.g., via parametric approximation architecture, requires a fixed number

of quasi-static mobile devices. It cannot be applied to our problem. In the following section,

we shall propose a novel low-complexity solution framework, which approximates W (S̃) with

analytical expression and obtains a sub-optimal policy by minimizing the right-hand-side of (14).

IV. LOW-COMPLEXITY SCHEDULING

In order to obtain a low-complexity scheduling policy, we first introduce a heuristic scheduling

policy as the baseline policy in Section IV-A, whose value function are derived analytically. Then

in Section IV-B, the proposed low-complexity sub-optimal policy can be obtained via the above

value function and one-step policy iteration. It can be proved that the derived value function of

the baseline policy is the cost upper bound of the proposed sub-optimal policy.
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Fig. 2. An example to illustrate the baseline policy.

A. Baseline Scheduling Policy

The following policy is adopted as the baseline scheduling policy.

Policy 1 (Baseline Scheduling Policy Π). Given the system state St of the t-th frame (∀t), the

baseline scheduling policy Π(St) = (at, p(t), et) is provided below.

• Uplink device selection at = minUE(t), ∀t. Thus, the BS schedules the uplink device in a

first-come-first-serve manner.

• The transmission power p(t) compensates the large-scale fading (link compensation). Thus,

p(t) =
pr
ρat

,∀t, (15)

where pr is the average receiving power at the BS.

• The task of the new active device is offloaded to MEC server only when there are less than

K active edge computing devices in the system, i.e.,

et = I(|UE(t)| < K), ∀t. (16)

Example 1. An example illustrating the baseline policy is described below. Suppose UE(t) =

{3, 4, 7}, UL(t) = {5, 8} in the t-th frame, as illustrated in Fig. 2. If the baseline policy Π is

used since the (t+1)-th frame with K = 2, the 3-rd active device will transmit first, followed

by the 4-th and 7-th active devices. Their transmission powers are pr
ρ3

, pr
ρ4

and pr
ρ7

, respectively.

Before the completeness of task offloading of the 3-rd and 4-th active devices, all new active

devices will be scheduled for local computing. For example, the 9-th and 10-th active devices

are scheduled for local computing. Then, the 11-th and 12-th active devices are scheduled for

edge computing and the 13-th one is scheduled for local computing.
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Given the initial compact system state in the first frame S̃, the value function of policy Π,

measuring the cost of the baseline policy since the first frame, is defined as

WΠ(S̃) , lim
T→+∞

EΠ
{St|∀t}

[ T∑
t=1

γt−1g′(St,Π(St))
∣∣∣S̃1 = S̃

]
. (17)

In order to derive the analytical expression of WΠ(S̃), we denote the index of the k-th active

device in UE(1) as mk, i.e. UE(1) = {m1,m2, . . . ,m|UE(1)|}, and Tk as the number of frames

for completing the uplink transmission of the mk-th device. The calculation of WΠ(S̃) in infinite

time horizon can be decomposed into three periods: (1) the transmission period of the first

[|UE(1)| −K]+ active devices in the edge computing device set UE(1); (2) the transmission

period of the last min(K, |UE(1)|) active devices in the edge computing device set UE(1); (3)

the remaining frames to infinity. The costs of these three periods, denoted as W (1)
Π (S̃), W (2)

Π (S̃)

and W (3)
Π (S̃), are defined in the followings.

W
(1)
Π (S̃) , EΠ

{St|∀t},{Tk|∀k}


∑[|UE(1)|−K]+

i=1 Ti∑
t=1

γt−1g′(St,Π(St))

∣∣∣∣∣S̃1 = S̃

 , (18)

W
(2)
Π (S̃) , EΠ

{St|∀t},{Tk|∀k}


∑|UE(1)|
i=1 Ti∑

t=
∑[|UE(1)|−K]+

i=1 Ti+1

γt−1g′(St,Π(St))

∣∣∣∣∣S̃1 = S̃

 , (19)

W
(3)
Π (S̃) , lim

T→+∞
EΠ
{St|∀t},{Tk|∀k}

 T∑
t=

∑|UE(1)|
i=1 Ti+1

γt−1g′(St,Π(St))

∣∣∣∣∣S̃1 = S̃

 . (20)

Hence,

WΠ(S̃) = W
(1)
Π (S̃) +W

(2)
Π (S̃) +W

(3)
Π (S̃). (21)

The per-frame system cost in the three periods can be treated as stochastic processes, and the

discounted summation of per-frame cost can be calculated via the probability transition matrices.

Specifically, the expressions W (1)
Π (S̃), W (2)

Π (S̃) and W (3)
Π (S̃) are given by following three lemmas

respectively.
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Lemma 2 (Analytical Expression of W (1)
Π (S̃)). W (1)

Π (S̃) can be written by

W
(1)
Π (S̃) =E{Tk|∀k}

[|UE(1)|−K]+∑
k=1

γ

k−1∑
i=1

Ti

1− γTk
1− γ

pr
ρmk

+ w
[
|UE(1)| − k + 1

]+ 1− γ
k∑
i=1

Ti

1− γ




+ PNE{Tk|∀k}


∑[|UE(1)|−K]+

k=1 Tk∑
t=1

γt−1E[C(nt)]

 , (22)

where

E[C(nt)] =
dmax∑
dmin

∫ ∫
πf (f)π`(`)C(nt)dfd`

dmax − dmin + 1
. (23)

Moreover, for sufficiently large input data size, we have

Tk =

 Qmkbs

EhW log2

(
1 + pr|h|2

σ2
z

)
Ts

 ,∀k, (24)

where Eh is the expectation w.r.t. small-scale fading.

Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.

Lemma 3 (Analytical Expression of W (2)
Π (S̃)). Define the following notations:

• u ∈ R(K+1)×1, whose (min(|UE(1)|, K) + 1)-th entry is 1 and other entries are all 0.

• g = [g1 g2 ... gK+1]T ∈ R(K+1)×1, where g1 = 0, gi = w(i − 1), ∀i = 2, 3, ..., K, and

gK+1 = wK + PNE[C(nt)].

• P ∈ R(K+1)×(K+1), where [P]i,i−1 = 1, ∀i = 2, 3, ..., K + 1, [P]i,i = 1 and other entries are

all 0.

• M ∈ R(K+1)×(K+1), where [M]j,j+1 = PN , [M]j,j = 1−PN , ∀j = 1, 2, ..., K, [M]K+1,K+1 =

1, and other entries are all 0.

Then, the analytical expression of W (2)
Π (S̃) is given by

W
(2)
Π (S̃) =E{Tk|∀k}

 |UE(1)|∑
k=[|UE(1)|−K]++1

γ

k−1∑
i=1

Ti
(

1− γTk
1− γ

pr
ρmk

)
+

|UE(1)|∑
k=[|UE(1)|−K]++1

∑k
i=1 Ti∑

t=
∑k−1
i=1 Ti+1

γt−1uT
k (M)βk,tg, (25)

where βk,t , t−
∑k−1

i=1 Ti − 1, and u[|UE(1)|−K]++1 = u,

uk =
[
uT
k−1(M)Tk−1P

]T
, k = [|UE(1)| −K]+ + 2, . . . , |UE(1)|.
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Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.

Lemma 4 (Analytical Expression of W (3)
Π (S̃)). Define the following notations:

• ζ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K} denotes the number of edge computing devices.

• ξ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , dmax} denotes the number of segments of the first edge computing device.

• εζ,ξ denotes an index and

εζ,ξ ,


1 ζ = 0,

(ζ − 1)dmax + ξ + 1 otherwise.

(26)

• v ∈ R(Kdmax+1)×1. When |UE(1)| = 0, v = [1 0 . . . 0 0]T; otherwise, the entries of v is

given by

[v]εζ,ξ ,



[
uT
|UE(1)|(M)T|UE(1)|P

]
1

εζ,ξ = 1,

1
dmax−dmin+1

[
uT
|UE(1)|(M)T|UE(1)|P

]
i
ζ = i− 1, dmin ≤ ξ ≤ dmax,

0 otherwise.

. (27)

• c ∈ R(Kdmax+1)×1, and

[c]εζ,ξ ,



0 εζ,ξ = 1,

wζ + Eρnt [
pr
ρnt

] 0 < ζ < K,

wζ + Eρnt [
pr
ρnt

] + PNE[C(nt)] ζ = K.

. (28)

Then, the analytical expression of W (3)
Π (S̃) is given by

W
(3)
Π (S̃) = lim

T→+∞

T∑
t=

∑|UE(1)|
i=1 Ti+1

γt−1vT(Φ)t−
∑|UE(1)|
i=1 Ti−1c = γ

∑|UE(1)|
i=1 TivT (I− γΦ)−1 c, (29)

where the non-zero entries of the transition probability matrix Φ ∈ R(Kdmax+1)×(Kdmax+1) are

given in table I, and other entries are all 0.

Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.

Compared with optimal MDP solution [35] and conventional approximate MDP [17]–[20],

[24], [25], our proposed method can significantly reduce the complexity in the phase of value

iteration. Particularly, the complexity of value function calculation for an arbitrary system state

is O(1), since we can obtain the analytical expression of the approximate value function.
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TABLE I

NON-ZEROS ENTRIES OF MATRIX Φ ( α(x) = [2
xbs
WTs − 1]σ2

z )

ζ ξ ζ′ ξ′ [Φ]εζ,ξ, εζ′,ξ′

0 0 0 0 1− PN

0 0 1 dmin, . . . , dmax
PN

dmax−dmin+1

1 1, . . . , dmax 0 0 (1− PN ) exp{−α(ξ)
pr
}

2, . . . ,K − 1 1, . . . , dmax ζ − 1 dmin, . . . , dmax
1−PN

dmax−dmin+1
exp{−α(ξ)

pr
}

1, . . . ,K − 1 1, . . . , dmax ζ + 1 1, ..., ξ PN
(
exp{−α(ξ−ξ

′)
pr
} − exp{−α(ξ−ξ

′+1)
pr

}
)

1, . . . ,K − 1 1, . . . , dmin − 1 ζ 1, . . . , ξ (1− PN )
(
exp{−α(ξ−ξ

′)
pr
} − exp{−α(ξ−ξ

′+1)
pr

}
)

1, . . . ,K − 1 1, . . . , dmin − 1 ζ dmin, . . . , dmax
PN

dmax−dmin+1
exp{−α(ξ)

pr
}

1, . . . ,K − 1 dmin, . . . , dmax ζ 1, . . . , dmin − 1 (1− PN )
(
exp{−α(ξ−ξ

′)
pr
} − exp{−α(ξ−ξ

′+1)
pr

}
)

1, . . . ,K − 1 dmin, . . . , dmax ζ dmin, . . . , ξ
(1−PN )

(
exp{−α(ξ−ξ′)

pr
}−exp{−α(ξ−ξ′+1)

pr
}
)

+
PN

dmax−dmin+1
exp{−α(ξ)

pr
}

1, . . . ,K − 1 dmin, . . . , dmax ζ ξ + 1, . . . , dmax
PN

dmax−dmin+1
exp{−α(ξ)

pr
}

K 1, . . . , dmax K 1, ..., ξ exp{−α(ξ−ξ
′)

pr
} − exp{−α(ξ−ξ

′+1)
pr

}

K 1, ..., dmax K − 1 dmin, . . . dmax
1

dmax−dmin+1
exp{−α(ξ)

pr
}

B. Scheduling with Approximate Value Function

In this part, we use the value function WΠ(S̃) derived in the previous part to approximate

the value function of the optimal policy W (S̃) in optimization problem (14). Specifically, in the

t-th frame, we apply one-step policy iteration based on the approximate value function, and the

scheduling actions given system state St can be derived by the following problem.

Problem 2 (Sub-optimal Scheduling Problem).

Π′(St) = arg min
Ω(St)

{
g′ (St,Ω(St)) +

∑
s̃t+1

γ Pr
(
S̃t+1|St,Ω(St)

)
WΠ(S̃t+1)

}
, (30)

where Π′ is the proposed policy after one-step policy iteration from Π.

Problem 2 can be solved by the following steps.
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• Step 1: For each k ∈ UE(t), calculate

Gk
E = min

pk(t)

{
pk(t) +

∑
S̃t+1

γ Pr
(
S̃t+1|St, et = 1, at = k, pk(t)

)
WΠ(S̃t+1)

}
,

and

Gk
L = C(nt) + min

pk(t)

{
pk(t) +

∑
S̃t+1

γ Pr
(
S̃t+1|St, et = 0, at = k, pk(t)

)
WΠ(S̃t+1)

}
.

Let p∗k,E(t) and p∗k,L(t) be the optimal power allocation of the above two problems respec-

tively, which can be obtained by one-dimensional search. Note that if there is no arrival of

new active device, i.e., C(nt) = 0, the above two problems are the same.

• Step 2: If minkG
k
E < minkG

k
L, the solution of Problem 2 is given by

Π′ =
(
et = 1, at = k∗E, pk(t) = p∗k∗E ,E(t)

)
.

where k∗E = arg minkG
k
E . Otherwise, the solution of Problem 2 is given by

Π′ =
(
et = 0, at = k∗L, pk(t) = p∗k∗L,L(t)

)
,

where k∗L = arg minkG
k
L.

The complexity of abovementioned one-step policy iteration is O(Np|UE(t)|), where Np is the

number of quantization levels of transmit power. Moreover, we have the following performance

bounds on the proposed scheduling policy.

Lemma 5 (Performance Bounds). Let WΠ′(S̃), lim
T→+∞

E
[∑T

t=1γ
t−1g′ (St,Π

′(St))

∣∣∣∣S̃1 = S̃

]
be

the value function of the policy Π′, then

W (S̃) ≤ WΠ′(S̃) ≤ WΠ(S̃),∀S̃. (31)

Proof. Since policy Π′ is not the optimal scheduling policy, W (S̃) ≤ WΠ′(S̃) is straightforward.

The proof of WΠ′(S̃) ≤ WΠ(S̃) is similar to the proof of Policy Improvement Property in

chapter II of [35].

V. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING ALGORITHMS

In the previous section, the value function of the baseline scheduling policy WΠ(S̃) is derived

analytically. However, the calculation of WΠ(S̃) requires the priori knowledge on the arrival

rate of new active devices and their distribution density, which are usually unknown in practice.

Therefore, a novel reinforcement learning approach is proposed in Section V-A by exploiting
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the analytical expression of WΠ(S̃) in equation (22) and (29). Moreover, different values of

average receiving power pr may lead to different performance of both baseline and the proposed

policies. Without the statistics of new active devices, it is difficult to optimize pr directly. Hence,

we propose a SGD-based learning algorithm in Section V-B to optimize pr in an online manner.

Both online learning algorithms can work simultaneously.

A. Reinforcement Learning for WΠ

According to equation (22) and (29), the expression of value function WΠ(S̃) depends on the

arrival rate PN , the expectation of the inverse of pathloss $ = Eρnt [
1
ρnt

], and the expected local

computing cost for a new active device C̄ = E[C(nt)]. PN may not be known to the BS in

advance. Moreover, $ and C̄ are the functions of distributions λ, π` and πf , as defined in (1),

(7) and (8), respectively which may not be known to the BS either. In order to evaluate the value

function of the baseline policy, a learning algorithm is proposed below.

Algorithm 1 (Reinforcement Learning Algorithm).

• Step 1: Let t = 0, n = 0, initialize P (0)
N , $(0) and C̄(0);

• Step 2: In the t-th frame, let t = t + 1 and I
(t)
N be the new arrival indicator. Update P (t)

N

as follows

P
(t)
N =

t− 1

t
P

(t−1)
N +

1

t
I

(t)
N .

If there is arrival of a new active device, let n = n+ 1. Update $(t) and C̄(t) as follows

$(t) =


$(t−1), if IN(t) = 0,

n−1
n
$(t−1) + 1

n
1
ρ(t)
, if IN(t) = 1,

C̄(t)=


C̄(t−1), if IN(t) = 0,

n−1
n
C̄(t−1)+1

n

dmax∑
d=dmin

Tloc(d,f
(t),`(t))∑

τ=1
γτ [1+wploc(f

(t))]

dmax−dmin+1
,if IN(t)=1,

where ρ(t), f (t) and `(t) be the pathloss coefficient, CPU frequency and the application-

related parameter of the new active device observed in t-th frame, respectively;

• Step 3: Jump to Step 2, until the iteration converges.
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Lemma 6 (Convergence). When t→∞, Algorithm 1 will converge, i.e.,

lim
t→∞

P
(t)
N = PN , (32)

lim
t→∞

$(t) = $, (33)

lim
t→∞

C̄(t) = C̄. (34)

Proof. Note that PN , $ and C̄ are updated with their unbiased observation, the convergence is

straightforward according to Theorem 1 in Chapter I of [38].

Remark 3 (Learning Efficiency of Algorithm 1). In conventional reinforcement learning al-

gorithms, the value functions need to be evaluated for all state-action pairs (e.g., Q-learning

method) or at least a large subset of state-action pairs (e.g., approximate MDP method). Thus, the

scheduler needs to traverse a sufficiently large number of states for many times, which results in

large computation complexity and slow convergence rate. In our proposed reinforcement learning

algorithm, however, we only need to learn some unknown parameters of the value function which

are common for all system states. This is because we have the analytical expression of the

approximate value function. It is easy to see that the convergence time is significantly shortened.

B. Optimization of pr via SGD

In this part, we improve the baseline policies by optimizing the average receiving power pr

in the baseline policy. Note that the average system cost is a function of initial system state.

It may not be feasible to minimize the average system cost for all the possible initial system

states by adjusting pr. Hence, we propose to minimize WΠ w.r.t. the reference state S̃r. Define

the following state without any edge computing device as reference state

S̃r , (UE = ∅,GE = ∅,QE = ∅).

Then the optimization on pr can be written as follows.

Problem 3 (Optimization of pr).

p∗r = arg min
pr

WΠ(S̃r)

= arg min
pr

ṽT(I− γΦ(pr))
−1c(pr), (35)

where ṽ = [1 0 . . . 0]T ∈ R(Kdmax+1)×1.
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TABLE II

NON-ZERO ENTRIES OF MATRIX dΦ
dpr

ζ ξ ζ′ ξ′ [ dΦ
dpr

]εζ,ξ, εζ′,ξ′

1 1, . . . , dmax 0 0 (1− PN )α(ξ)
p2r

exp{−α(ξ)
pr
}

2, . . . ,K − 1 1, . . . , dmax ζ − 1 dmin, . . . , dmax
1−PN

dmax−dmin+1
α(ξ)

p2r
exp{−α(ξ)

pr
}

1, . . . ,K − 1 1, . . . , dmax ζ + 1 1, . . . , ξ PN
(
α(ξ−ξ′)
p2r

exp{−α(ξ−ξ
′)

pr
} − α(ξ−ξ′+1)

p2r
exp{−α(ξ−ξ

′+1)
pr

)
1, . . . ,K − 1 1, . . . , dmin − 1 ζ 1, . . . , ξ (1− PN )

(
α(ξ−ξ′)
p2r

exp{−α(ξ−ξ
′)

pr
} − α(ξ−ξ′+1)

p2r
exp{−α(ξ−ξ

′+1)
pr

}
)

1, . . . ,K − 1 1, . . . , dmin − 1 ζ dmin, . . . , dmax
PN

dmax−dmin+1
α(ξ)

p2r
exp{−α(ξ)

pr
}

1, . . . ,K − 1 dmin, . . . , dmax ζ 1, . . . , dmin − 1 (1− PN )
(
α(ξ−ξ′)
p2r

exp{−α(ξ−ξ
′)

pr
} − α(ξ−ξ′+1)

p2r
exp{−α(ξ−ξ

′+1)
pr

}
)

1, . . . ,K − 1 dmin, . . . , dmax ζ dmin, . . . , ξ
(1−PN )

(
α(ξ−ξ′)
p2r

exp{−α(ξ−ξ′)
pr

}−α(ξ−ξ′+1)

p2r
exp{−α(ξ−ξ′+1)

pr
}
)

+
PN

dmax−dmin+1
α(ξ)

p2r
exp{−α(ξ)

pr
}

1, . . . ,K − 1 dmin, . . . , dmax ζ ξ + 1, . . . , dmax
PN

dmax−dmin+1
α(ξ)

p2r
exp{−α(ξ)

pr
}

K 1, . . . , dmax K 1, . . . , ξ α(ξ−ξ′)
p2r

exp{−α(ξ−ξ
′)

pr
} − α(ξ−ξ′+1)

p2r
exp{−α(ξ−ξ

′+1)
pr

}

K 1, . . . , dmax K − 1 dmin, . . . , dmax
1

dmax−dmin+1
α(ξ)

p2r
exp{−α(ξ)

pr
}

Without the distribution knowledge of λ(l), a sub-optimal solution of Problem 3 can be

obtained by the stochastic gradient descent approach. We first introduce the following conclusion

on the gradient of WΠ(S̃r) w.r.t. pr.

Lemma 7 (Gradient of WΠ(S̃r)). The derivative of WΠ(S̃r) w.r.t. pr is given by

dWΠ(S̃r)

dpr
= ṽT(I− γΦ(pr))

−1

[
dc(pr)

dpr
+ γ

dΦ(pr)

dpr
(I− γΦ(pr))

−1c(pr)

]
, (36)

where dΦ(pr)
dpr

is the entry-wise derivative of Φ(pr) w.r.t. pr. The non-zero entries of dΦ(pr)
dpr

are

given in table II, and other entries are all 0. Moreover,

dc(pr)

dpr
=

[
0, $, . . . , $︸ ︷︷ ︸

dmax items

]
. (37)

Proof. Please refer to Appendix C.

In the gradient expression (36), c(pr) is the function of $ which is the expectation of a

function depending on the new active devices’ pathloss. Thus, $ is unknown in advance. Hence,
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Fig. 3. Discounted summation of average system costs versus arrival rate for different policies, where pr = 2.8 × 10−9 W,

initial system state S1 = (UE(t) = ∅,UL(t) = ∅, IN (t) = 0).

the following stochastic gradient descent algorithm is developed to optimize pr together with

the learning of $.

Algorithm 2 (Stochastic Gradient Descent Algorithm). The stochastic gradient descent algorithm

to obtain p∗r is elaborated by the following steps.

• Step 1: Let n = 0, $(0) be the initial value of $, and p(0)
r be the initial value of pr ;

• Step 2: If there is arrival of a new active device, let n = n + 1 and ρ(n) be its pathloss

coefficient. Update $ and pr according to

$(n) =
n− 1

n
$(n−1) +

1

n

1

ρ(n)
,

and

p(n)
r =p(n−1)

r − ηnṽT(I− γΦ(pr))
−1

[
[0 $(n) $(n) . . . ]T

+ γ
dΦ(pr)

dpr
(I− γΦ(pr))

−1[0 $(n)pr $
(n)pr . . . ]

T

]∣∣∣∣
p
(n−1)
r

,

where ηn are step sizes satisfying
∞∑
n=1

ηn =∞,
∞∑
n=1

η2
n <∞;
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Fig. 4. Average per-device costs versus arrival rate for different policies, where pr = 2.8 × 10−9 W, initial system state

S1 = (UE(t) = ∅,UL(t) = ∅, IN (t) = 0).

• Step 3: Repeat Step 2, until the iteration converges.

The convergence of the above Algorithm 2 follows the standard proof established in [39], and

its performance will be demonstrated in the following section by numerical simulations.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed low-complexity sub-optimal

scheduling policy by numerical simulations. In the simulations, the frame duration Ts = 10 ms.

The input data size of each task is uniformly distributed between 200 and 300 segments, each

with a size of 10 Kb. Local CPU frequency for each active mobile device is randomly drawn

between 0.6 ∼ 1 GHz and 560 ∼ 600 CPU cycles are needed to compute 1-bit input data.

The effective switched capacitance is κ = 1.2 × 10−28. Moreover, the cell radius is set to 400

m and the mobile devices are uniformly distributed in the cell region. The uplink transmission

bandwidth is W = 10 MHz, noise power is σ2
z = 1 × 10−9 W and pathloss exponent is 3.5.

The weight on latency is set as 0.05. We compare our proposed scheduling policy with three

benchmark policies including (1) the baseline policy (BSL) as elaborated in section IV-A and
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Fig. 5. Ratio of edge computing devices versus arrival rate for different policies, where pr = 2.8 × 10−9 W, initial system

state S1 = (UE(t) = ∅,UL(t) = ∅, IN (t) = 0).

we set K = 4 by default except for Fig. 6 where we compare the performance with K = 1 and

K = 4; (2) all local computing policy (ALC), where all the active devices execute their tasks

locally; and (3) all edge computing policy (AEC), where all the active devices offload their tasks

to the MEC server. The simulation results are shown in the following aspects.

Impacts of arrival rate and task size: Fig. 3 shows the discounted summation of average

system costs versus the arrival rate of active devices for the proposed scheme and different

benchmarks. It can be seen that the costs of our proposed scheme and two benchmarks, i.e.

BSL and ALC grow approximately linearly with the increase of arrival rate. However, the cost

of AEC quickly grows unbounded when the arrival rate becomes large, which is caused by the

limited uplink transmission resources. Moreover, the discounted cost of our proposed scheduling

scheme is always significantly lower than the benchmarks, which also demonstrates the cost

upper bound derived in Lemma 5. Fig. 4 shows the average per-device costs versus the arrival

rates of active devices. It can be observed that the average per-device costs of all the policies

grow with the increase of arrival rate except ALC policy. For ALC policy, since all the active

devices compute their tasks locally, the arrival rate has no influence on the average per-device
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Fig. 6. Average per-device costs versus task size for different policies, where PN = 0.1, pr = 2.8 × 10−9 W, initial system

state S1 = (UE(t) = ∅,UL(t) = ∅, IN (t) = 0).

cost. For AEC policy, the average per-device cost grows quickly with the increase of arrival

rate due to limited wireless transmission capability. It is also shown that our proposed policy

always outperforms BSL policy in average per-device cost especially when the arrival rate falls

in the region of (0, 0.4). Besides, it can be seen that when the arrival rate is sufficiently large,

the average per-device costs of both BSL policy and our proposed policy converge to the cost

of ALC policy. This observation can be explained by Fig. 5 which shows that the ratio of edge

computing devices tends to 0 for sufficiently large arrival rate. This is because of the limited

uplink transmission bandwidth. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5, the ratio of edge computing devices

of our proposed policy is remarkably lager than that of BSL policy. Hence, our proposed policy

can better exploit the MEC server to save the energy consumption of mobile devices and reduce

latency. Fig. 6 shows the average per-device costs versus the average input data size of each

computation task for different scheduling policies. It can be observed that the average per-

device costs grow almost linearly with the increase of task size for different scheduling policies.

In comparison, the average per-device costs have different trends in Fig. 4, where the per-device

cost will saturate for large arrival rate.
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Fig. 7. Latency distributions of mobile devices for different arrival rates, where pr = 2.8 × 10−9 W, initial system state

S1 = (UE(t) = ∅,UL(t) = ∅, IN (t) = 0).

Impacts of the parameter K of the baseline policy: Fig. 6 also shows the impacts of K on

both the baseline policy and our proposed policy, where the curves of average per-device cost

versus task size for K = 1 and K = 4 are plotted. It can be seen that the baseline policy with

K = 4 can achieve better performance than that with K = 1. It also results in a lower average

per-device cost of our proposed policy. Hence, by properly choosing K of baseline policy, the

performance of our scheduling algorithm can be improved.

PMFs of latency and power consumption: Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the PMFs of latency and

power consumption of the mobile devices with our proposed scheduling policy, respectively. The

left and right parts of the PMFs in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are mainly contributed by edge computing

devices and local computing devices, respectively. It can be observed that, for larger arrival

rate PN , the latency of edge computing increases in general, and more devices are scheduled

for local computing. Thus, the overall average per-device latency and the average per-device

power consumption increase with PN due to relatively larger local computing latency and power

consumption as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

Reinforcement learning and SGD-based optimization of pr: Fig. 9 shows the convergence
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Fig. 8. Power consumption distributions of mobile devices for different arrival rates, where pr = 2.8× 10−9 W, initial system

state S1 = (UE(t) = ∅,UL(t) = ∅, IN (t) = 0).

of the reinforcement learning algorithm. It can be seen that the learning processes converge

after around 200 observations for PN , $ and C̄. The number of observations required for

our proposed reinforcement learning algorithm is much smaller than the number of system

states in our problem. In contrast, the number of observations required for the convergence

of conventional reinforcement learning algorithms is typically much larger than the number of

system states. This demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed reinforcement learning algorithm,

which benefits from the derived expression of the approximate value function. The performance

of the reinforcement learning is demonstrated in Fig. 12, where the performance with initial

PN and the learned one are compared. It can be observed that the performance is remarkably

improved with the learned value of PN . Fig. 10 shows the iteration steps of the SGD algorithm

towards a local optimal average receiving power level p∗r . It can be observed that the SGD

algorithm converges after around 1000 iterations and the optimized p∗r is about 3.6 × 10−9 W.

Fig. 11 shows the performance of both the baseline policy and our proposed scheduling policy

can be improved by using the optimized p∗r = 3.6 × 10−9 W, compared with its initial value

pr = 10−9 W. This justifies the necessity of the SGD-based power optimization algorithm.
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Fig. 9. Convergence of the reinforcement learning algorithm.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we formulate the scheduling of a multi-user MEC system with random user

arrivals as an infinite-horizon MDP, and jointly optimize the offloading decision, uplink trans-

mission device selection and power allocation. To avoid the curse of dimensionality, we propose

a novel low-complexity solution framework to obtain a sub-optimal policy via an analytical

approximation of value function. Moreover, to tackle the unknown system statistics in practice,

a novel and efficient reinforcement learning algorithm is proposed, and an SGD algorithm is

devised to improve both the baseline and the sub-optimal policies. Simulation results demonstrate

the significant performance gain of the proposed scheduling policy over various benchmarks.

This work enriches the methodology of approximate MDP for solving resource allocation

problems in communication and computing systems. The solution framework proposed in this

work can be further applied to the scenarios where the edge computing latency is not negligible.

Moreover, it can be generalized to solve many other resource allocation problems with random

user arrivals and departures.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Since the cost of a local computing device C(nt) is deterministic, we can calculate it imme-

diately and add it to per-stage cost. Thus, the per-stage cost can be expressed as

g′(St,Ω(St)) , w|UE(t)|+ p(t) + IN(t)(1− et)C(nt).

Hence,

lim
T→+∞

E
[ T∑
t=1

γt−1g′(St,Ω(St))

∣∣∣∣S̃1

]
= lim

T→+∞
E
[ T∑
t=1

γt−1g(St,Ω(St))

∣∣∣∣S1

]
.

Then, the Bellman’s equations can be rewritten as

V (Ŝt) = min
Ω(St)

[
g′ (St,Ω(St)) +

∑
Ŝt+1

γ Pr
(
Ŝt+1|St,Ω(St)

)
V (Ŝt+1)

]
,

where Ŝt , (SEt ,S
N
t ). Due to the i.i.d. nature of small-scale fading and new arriving devices,

we have following Bellman’s equation with reduced state space after taking expectation over the
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above equation.

W (S̃t) = E{HE(t),SNt |∀t}[V (Ŝt)]

= min
Ω(St)

E{HE(t),SNt |∀t}

{
g′ (St,Ω(St)) +

∑
S̃t+1

γ Pr
(
S̃t+1|St,Ω(St)

)
W (S̃t+1)

}
,

where S̃t , SEt /HE(t).

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF LEMMA 2, 3 AND 4

1) Proof of Lemma 2: The first term of the right-hand-side of equation (22) is the expected

cost of the active edge computing devices in {m1,m2, ...,m[|UE(1)|−K]+}. The second term is

the expected total cost of new active devices which arrive before all the mobile devices in

{m1,m2, ...,m[|UE(1)|−K]+} finish uplink transmission. All these new arriving devices will be

scheduled for local computing. Moreover, for sufficiently large input data size, the transmission

of one task spans sufficiently many frames. The ergodic channel capacity can be achieved. Hence,

equation (24) holds.
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S1 = (UE(t) = ∅,UL(t) = ∅, IN (t) = 0).

2) Proof of Lemma 3: The first term of the right-hand-side of equation (25) is the expected

power cost of the active edge computing devices in {m|[UE(1)|−K]++1, . . . ,m|UE(1)|}. The second

term is the sum of expected total delay cost and total cost of local computing devices arrived

during the same time.

3) Proof of Lemma 4: With baseline policy Π, there are at most K edge computing devices in

the period (3). In fact, the εζ,ξ-th entry of vector v represents the probability that there are ζ edge

computing devices and ξ segments of the first edge computing device in the uplink transmission

queue; the εζ,ξ-th entry of vector c is the expected per-stage cost if there are ζ edge computing

devices and ξ segments of the first edge computing device in the uplink transmission queue;

the (εζ,ξ, εζ′,ξ′)-th entry of matrix Φ represents the probability that there are ζ ′ edge computing

devices and ξ′ segments of the first edge computing device in the uplink transmission queue

in the next frame, given ζ edge computing devices and ξ segments of the first edge computing

device in the uplink transmission queue in the current frame. Hence, we have the following

discussion on Φεζ,ξ,εζ′,ξ′
.
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• Case 1 (ζ = 0, ξ = 0, ζ ′ = 0, ξ′ = 0): Transition from first state (0 segment, 0 edge

computing device) to first state means that there is no new active device arrival. Hence

Φ1,1 = 1− PN .

• Case 2 (ζ = 0, ξ = 0, ζ ′ = 1, ξ′ = dmin, . . . , dmax): This means there is a new active

device arrival. The probability of a new active device arrival is PN and the task size of

the new active device is uniformly distributed between dmin to dmax. Thus, the probability

of transiting from first state (0 segment, 0 edge computing device) to εζ′,ξ′-th state (ζ ′

edge computing devices, ξ′ segments in the first edge computing device) for ζ ′ = 1 and

ξ′ = dmin, . . . , dmax is Φ1,εζ′,ξ′
= PN

dmax−dmin+1
.

• Case 3 (ζ = 1, ξ = 1, . . . , dmax, ζ
′ = 0, ξ′ = 0): This means (i) there is no new active

device arrival; (ii) the edge computing device transmit (ξ) segments within current frame.

Hence, we have

Φεζ,ξ,εζ′,ξ′
= (1− PN) Pr

[
log2[1 +

pr|h|2

σ2
z

] ≥ ξbs
WTs

]
= (1− PN) exp{− [2ξbs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
}.

• Case 4 (ζ = 2, . . . , K − 1, ξ = 1, . . . , dmax, ζ
′ = ζ − 1, ξ′ = dmin, . . . , dmax): This

means (i) there is no new active device arrival; (ii) the edge computing device transmit ξ

segments within current frame; (iii) there are ξ′ segments of the second edge computing

device. Hence, we have

Φεζ,ξ,εζ′,ξ′
=

1− PN
dmax − dmin + 1

Pr

[
log2[1 +

pr|h|2

σ2
z

] ≥ ξbs
WTs

]
=

1− PN
dmax − dmin + 1

exp{− [2ξbs/(WTs) − 1]σ2
z

pr
}.

• Case 5 (ζ = 1, . . . , K−1, ξ = 1, . . . , dmax, ζ
′ = ζ+1, ξ′ = 1, . . . , ξ): This means (i) there

is a new active device arrival; (ii) the edge computing device transmit (ξ − ξ′) segments

within current frame. Hence, we have

Φεζ,ξ,εζ′,ξ′
= PN Pr

[
(ξ − ξ′)bs
WTs

≤ log2[1 +
pr|h|2

σ2
z

] ≤ (ξ − ξ′ + 1)bs
WTs

]
= PN

(
exp{− [2(ξ−ξ′)bs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
} − exp{− [2(ξ−ξ′+1)bs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
}
)
.

• Case 6 ( ζ = 1, . . . , K − 1, ξ = 1, . . . , dmin − 1, ζ ′ = ζ, ξ′ = 1, . . . , ξ): (i) there is no

new active device arrival; (ii) the edge computing device transmit (ξ − ξ′) segments within
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current frame. Hence, we have

Φεζ,ξ,εζ′,ξ′
= (1− PN) Pr

[
(ξ − ξ′)bs
WTs

≤ log2[1 +
pr|h|2

σ2
z

] ≤ (ξ − ξ′ + 1)bs
WTs

]
= (1− PN)

(
exp{− [2(ξ−ξ′)bs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
} − exp{− [2(ξ−ξ′+1)bs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
}
)
.

• Case 7 (ζ = 1, . . . , K − 1, ξ = 1, . . . , dmin − 1, ζ ′ = ζ, ξ′ = dmin, . . . , dmax): This

means (i) there is a new active device arrival; (ii) the edge computing device transmit ξ

segments within current frame; (iii) there are ξ′ segments of the second edge computing

device. Hence, we have

Φεζ,ξ,εζ′,ξ′
=

PN
dmax − dmin + 1

Pr

[
log2[1 +

pr|h|2

σ2
z

] ≥ ξbs
WTs

]
=

PN
dmax − dmin + 1

exp{− [2ξbs/(WTs) − 1]σ2
z

pr
}.

• Case 8 (ζ = 1, . . . , K − 1, ξ = dmin, . . . , dmax, ζ
′ = ζ, ξ′ = 1, . . . , dmin − 1): (i) there

is no new active device arrival; (ii) the edge computing device transmit (ξ − ξ′) segments

within current frame. Hence, we have

Φεζ,ξ,εζ′,ξ′
= (1− PN) Pr

[
(ξ − ξ′)bs
WTs

≤ log2[1 +
pr|h|2

σ2
z

] ≤ (ξ − ξ′ + 1)bs
WTs

]
= (1− PN)

(
exp{− [2(ξ−ξ′)bs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
} − exp{− [2(ξ−ξ′+1)bs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
}
)
.

• Case 9 (ζ = 1, . . . , K − 1, ξ = dmin, . . . , dmax, ζ
′ = ζ, ξ′ = dmin, . . . , ξ). There are two

cases: (i) when there is no new active device arrival, the edge computing device transmit

(ξ − ξ′) segments within current frame. (ii) when there is a new active device arrival, the

edge computing device transmit ξ segments within current frame and there are ξ′ segments

of the second edge computing device. Hence, we have

Φεζ,ξ,εζ′,ξ′
= (1− PN) Pr

[
(ξ − ξ′)bs
WTs

≤ log2[1 +
pr|h|2

σ2
z

] ≤ (ξ − ξ′ + 1)bs
WTs

]
+

PN
dmax − dmin + 1

Pr

[
log2[1 +

pr|h|2

σ2
z

] ≥ ξbs
WTs

]
= (1− PN)

(
exp{− [2(ξ−ξ′)bs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
} − exp{− [2(ξ−ξ′+1)bs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
}
)

+
PN

dmax − dmin + 1
exp{− [2ξbs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
}

• Case 10 (ζ = 1, . . . , K − 1, ξ = 1, . . . , dmax, ζ
′ = ζ, ξ′ = ξ + 1, . . . , dmax): This means

(i) there is a new active device arrival; (ii) the edge computing device transmit ξ segments
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within current frame; (iii) there are ξ′ segments of the second edge computing device.

Hence, we have

Φεζ,ξ,εζ′,ξ′
=

PN
dmax − dmin + 1

Pr

[
log2[1 +

pr|h|2

σ2
z

] ≥ ξbs
WTs

]
=

PN
dmax − dmin + 1

exp{− [2ξbs/(WTs) − 1]σ2
z

pr
}.

• Case 11 (ζ = K, ξ = 1, . . . , dmax, ζ
′ = K, ξ′ = 1, . . . , ξ): New arrived device will be

scheduled for local computing. Meanwhile, the edge computing device transmit (ξ − ξ′)

segments within current frame. Hence, we have

Φεζ,ξ,εζ′,ξ′
= Pr

[
(ξ − ξ′)bs
WTs

≤ log2[1 +
pr|h|2

σ2
z

] ≤ (ξ − ξ′ + 1)bs
WTs

]
= exp{− [2(ξ−ξ′)bs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
} − exp{− [2(ξ−ξ′+1)bs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
}.

• Case 12 (ζ = K, ξ = 1, . . . , dmax, ζ
′ = K − 1, ξ′ = dmin, . . . , dmax): New arrived device

will be scheduled for local computing. Meanwhile, (i) the edge computing device transmit

ξ segments within current frame; (ii) there are ξ′ segments of the second edge computing

device. Hence, we have

Φεζ,ξ,εζ′,ξ′
=

1

dmax − dmin + 1
Pr

[
log2[1 +

pr|h|2

σ2
z

] ≥ ξbs
WTs

]
=

1

dmax − dmin + 1
exp{− [2ξbs/(WTs) − 1]σ2

z

pr
}.

The entries of the transition probability matrix Φ are given in table I, and other entries are all

0.

To prove the second equity in equation (29), we first show that ||γΦ|| < 1, where || · || is

the matrix norm. We have ||Φ|| = %(Φ) where %(Φ) is the spectrum radius of Φ. Since Φ is a

transition probability matrix (stochastic matrix), we have %(Φ) = 1 by Perron-Frobenius Theorem

[40]. Also, since the discount factor γ < 1, we have ||γΦ|| < 1. Let Cn =
∑n

t=1(γΦ)t−1. By

dislocation subtraction, we have

Cn(I− γΦ) = I− (γΦ)n+1.

Since %(γΦ) < 1, (I− γΦ) is nonsingular. Thus,

Cn = (I− γΦ)−1 − (γΦ)n+1(I− γΦ)−1.
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Let n→∞ on both sides of the above equation. We have
∞∑
t=1

(γΦ)t−1 = (I− γΦ)−1.

Hence, the second equity in equation (29) holds.

APPENDIX C: PROOF OF LEMMA 7

The derivation of the gradient of WΠ(S̃r) is given as follows.

dWΠ(S̃r)

dpr
=

dW
(3)
Π (S̃r)

dpr

=
dṽT(I− γΦ(pr))

−1c(pr)

dpr

= ṽTd(I−γΦ(pr))
−1

dpr
c(pr) + ṽT(I− γΦ(pr))

−1dc(pr)

dpr

= −ṽT(I−γΦ(pr))
−1 d(I− γΦ(pr))

dpr
(I−γΦ(pr))

−1c(pr)

+ ṽT(I− γΦ(pr))
−1 dc(pr)

dpr

= ṽT(I− γΦ(pr))
−1

[
dc(pr)

dpr

− d(I− γΦ(pr))

dpr
(I− γΦ(pr))

−1c(pr)

]
= ṽT(I− γΦ(pr))

−1

[
dc(pr)

dpr

+ γ
dΦ(pr)

dpr
(I− γΦ(pr))

−1c(pr)

]
.
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